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Preliminary investigation of a biological
augmentation of rotator cuff repairs using
a collagen implant: a 2-year MRI follow-up
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Summary
Background: the inability to restore the normal
tendon footprint and limit strains on the repair
site are thought to contribute to re-tearing following rotator cuff repair. The purpose of this study
was to use a collagen implant to augment rotator
cuff repairs through the restoration of the native
tendon footprint and the induction of new tissue
to decrease overall tendon strain.
Methods: repairs of full-thickness rotator cuff lesions in 9 adult patients were augmented with a
novel collagen implant placed over the bursal surface of the repair. Tendon thickness and footprint
anatomy were evaluated using MRI at 3, 6, 12, and
24 months. Clinical results were assessed using
standard outcome metrics. Mean follow-up for all
patients was 25.8 months.
Results: the implant induced significant new tissue formation in all patients by 3 months. This
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tissue matured over time and became indistinguishable from the underlying tendon. At 24
months all repairs remained intact and normal
footprint anatomy of the tendon was restored in
all patients. All clinical scores improved significantly over time.
Conclusion: the ability of a collagen implant to induce new host tissue formation and restore the
normal footprint anatomy may represent a significant advancement in the biological augmentation
and ultimate durability of rotator cuff repairs.
KEY WORDS: collagen implant, cuff repair, footprint, tendon.

Introduction
Rotator cuff repair is one of the most common orthopaedic procedures performed, with between
200,000 and 300,000 rotator cuffs being surgically
repaired annually 1, 2. Although surgical techniques
for rotator cuff repair have advanced over the last
decade, one of the most important postoperative
complications of rotator cuff repair is re-tear of the
repaired tendon3. Recent estimates suggest that retear rates in rotator cuff repair are in the order of 11
to 57%3. While studies have suggested that re-torn
repairs can still provide clinical benefit to patients,
subjective and objective outcome metrics in these
patients are inferior to those patients with intact repairs3-5.
Re-tear of a rotator cuff repair has been associated
with a multitude of factors including patient age, tear
dimensions, and tendon tissue quality3. However, a
recent report of 1000 consecutive rotator cuff repairs
found that no single preoperative or intra-operative
factor was overwhelmingly predictive of re-tearing3.
Several studies have suggested that the biomechanical environment of the healing tendon may also play
a significant role in the ability to achieve a durable
rotator cuff repair6-10. These studies have advocated
restoring the normal footprint dimensions of the rotator cuff tendon attachment to bone and decreasing
tissue strain in the healing tendon as techniques to
improve the long-term integrity of rotator cuff repairs 6-10 . Biomechanical analysis of surgical techniques such as the ‘double-row’ fixation, which utilizes two rows of tendon fixation to bone to increase
the contact area of the tendon attachment to bone,
has shown improved initial tendon contact and
strength10 and also decreased tendon strain8. HowMuscles, Ligaments and Tendons Journal 2015;5 (3):144-150
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ever, clinical studies have not shown a significant
difference in the re-tear rate between double-row
and single-row repairs 11-15 . This would suggest a
more biologic solution may be needed to optimize rotator cuff repair durability16.
A recent finite element analysis has shown that the
creation of 2 mm of new connective tissue over the
bursal surface of the supraspinatus tendon and spanning the normal tendon to bone footprint, would significantly reduce intra-tendinous strain and, thus,
could theoretically improve healing and long-term
durability of the repaired rotator cuff tendon17. In a related preclinical study, the use of a bioinductive implant consisting of highly purified type 1 collagen
fibers reconstituted into an aligned and highly porous
structure with a low tensile modulus (Rotation Medical, Inc., Plymouth, Minnesota USA) was able to
rapidly and consistently induce 2-3 mm of new tendon-like tissue over the surface of a rotator cuff tendon18. In addition, the implant was able to re-establish a biological attachment of this new tissue to bone
that was similar to the native direct insertion of the rotator cuff footprint18.
Therefore, the purpose of this current clinical study
was to evaluate the ability of this collagen implant to
improve the integrity and durability of full-thickness
rotator cuff tears over a two year period. It was hypothesized that the collagen implant would rapidly induce the formation and functional maturation of new
tendon-like tissue over the surface of the full-thickness repairs as determined by sequential magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI) over a 24-month period. It
was also hypothesized that this new tissue would reestablish the normal rotator cuff footprint, maintain repair integrity, and improve clinical outcomes over the
24-month evaluation period.

physical therapy. Exclusion criteria included a recent
history of steroid use, insulin-dependent diabetes,
heavy smoking, genetic collagen disease, chronic inflammatory disease, and index shoulders with previous rotator cuff surgery. Patients with shoulder instability, grade 3 or greater chondromalacia, or grade 2
or greater fatty infiltration of the supraspinatus muscle were also excluded. Finally, the implant is contraindicated for patients with a known hypersensitivity
to bovine collagen.
Nine consecutive patients with tears of the supra spinatus tendon, 8 with full-thickness tears and 1 with
a high-grade, bursal-sided, partial-thickness tear
(which was converted to a full-thickness tear at
surgery), met the criteria and were enrolled in the
study. Outcome metrics included magnetic resonance
imaging (MRI) assessment of tissue induction
(change in tendon thickness), footprint restoration, repair integrity and clinical assessment of shoulder pain
and function.

Collagen scaffold
The reconstituted collagen scaffolds were made from
highly-purified, type I collagen from bovine tendons
using proprietary methods (Collagen Matrix, Inc.,
Oakland, New Jersey) 18. The collagen fibers were
processed to create a highly oriented and highly
porous (85-90% porosity) collagen scaffold with a
DNA content of less than 50 ng/mg18. The scaffolds
were freeze-dried after processing and rehydrated at
the time of surgery18. The rehydrated scaffolds were
approximately 2 mm thick18.

Surgical technique
Materials and methods
This study was conducted in accord with international
standards and meets the ethical standards of the Muscle, Ligaments, and Tendons Journal19. This trial was
registered with the Australia New Zealand Clinical Trials Registry (Trial ID: ACTRN12611001082998).

Patient enrollment
Following Ethics Committee approval, patients with
supraspinatus tendon tears that required surgical repair were recruited for a clinical study to determine
the effect of a highly-porous collagen implant (Rotation Medical, Inc., Plymouth, Minnesota USA) on tissue induction, footprint restoration, repair integrity,
and clinical outcomes over a 24-month period. All patients signed informed consent.
Inclusion criteria included patient age between 40-66
years old at time of surgery and chronic shoulder pain
of more than 3 months duration, which was resistant
to analgesics, anti-inflammatory medication and
Muscles, Ligaments and Tendons Journal 2015;5 (3):144-150

The surgical procedures were performed under general anesthesia in either the lateral decubitus or
beach chair position. Following arthroscopic assessment of the glenohumeral joint, a subacromial bursectomy and decompression were performed and the
supraspinatus tendon was repaired prior to attachment of the collagen implant on the bursal surface of
the tendon. Rotator cuff repairs were performed with
a double-row of suture anchors (5 patients), a doublerow of transosseous sutures (3 patients), or a singlerow of suture anchors (1 patient). If indicated, a biceps tenodesis or tenotomy was also performed.
The collagen implant was placed on the bursal surface of the repaired supraspinatus tendon using custom-designed instrumentation (Rotation Medical, Inc.,
Plymouth, Minnesota USA). The implant size (20x25
mm or 25x30 mm) was selected to cover almost the
entire width of the repaired supraspinatus tendon.
Alignment of the implant was centered over the repaired supraspinatus tendon and laterally positioned
to overlap onto bone approximately 5 mm beyond the
lateral edge of the supraspinatus footprint. The collagen implant, which is designed to absorb within 6
months, was then affixed to the supraspinatus tendon
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anteriorly, posteriorly, and medially using custom-designed PLA staples, which are made from a PLA copolymer that is designed to absorb in approximately
12 months, and to the bone laterally using customdesigned PEEK staples (Rotation Medical, Inc., Plymouth, Minnesota USA). Care was taken to ensure
that the tendon and bone staples did not interfere
with the underlying sutures and anchors used in the
rotator cuff repair. The implant was attached under a
slight amount of tension to assure good contact with
the underlying tendon.

Postoperative care
The use of the collagen implant did not require any
changes to the routine postoperative protocol used for
patients having a rotator cuff repair. Patients were immobilized in a Velpeau sling during the first 6 weeks,
passive motion was allowed, with passive forward flexion limited to 100° for the first 4 weeks. After 6 weeks
the patients progressed as tolerated from active-assisted to active motion under the supervision of an experienced physiotherapist. No resistance exercises were
allowed for 12 weeks. After 12 weeks a gradual progressive resistance program was introduced and continued until 26 weeks.

MRI assessment
Patients underwent MRI evaluation preoperatively
and at 3, 6, 12, and 24 months postoperatively to assess the integrity of the repair, the relative thickness
of the tendon, and the restoration of the tendon attachment footprint.
All of the scans were done at two institutions on 3
Tesla scanners using 2 mm slices, with proton density
(PD) and T2 weighted scans, both with and without fat
saturation (fat sat). The preoperative MRI assessment
of the rotator cuff tear was confirmed at surgery,
where the size of the tear was measured in both the
anterior-posterior and medial-lateral directions. All of
the MR images were assessed by a single musculoskeletal radiologist who was blinded to the clinical
outcomes. These assessments were confirmed by an
independent musculoskeletal radiologist who was
blinded to both the clinical outcomes and the assessment of the first radiologist. All of the MRI measurements were performed using the PD fat sat images.
In order to most accurately measure the thickness of
the supraspinatus tendon over time, the coronal scan
was modified to a double-oblique angle aligned with
the length of the supraspinatus tendon and perpendicular to its thickness (the oblique coronal plane tilted slightly anteriorly). Thickness measurements were
made in the middle (anterior-posterior) of the repair
from coronal images at a point just lateral to the articular margin of the supraspinatus insertion (Fig. 1).
For each patient, all of the subsequent follow-up
thickness measurements were made as close as possible to the location at which the tendon thickness
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Figure 1. Postoperative MR image at 3 months demonstrating the location (arrows) of the measurement of the
combined thickness of the layer of new tissue and the underlying tendon.

was measured in the 3-month MRI. Thickness measurements were compared to previously published ultrasound values for males and females to determine
the relative amount of new tissue generation20.
Restoration of the footprint area was assessed by evaluation of the MR images at 2 years. The footprint area
was considered fully restored if the images indicated
that there was tissue in the entire area of the footprint
that had the radiological appearance of tendon tissue.

Clinical assessment
Clinical assessments included use of the ConstantMurley shoulder score (which was not age or gender
adjusted) and the American Shoulder and Elbow Society (ASES) shoulder scale, which were both administered preoperatively and at 3, 6, 12, and 24 months
postoperatively. Both functional parameters and pain
assessment are included in these validated shoulderspecific assessments.

Statistical analysis
Differences in tendon thickness compared to previously published values for males and females were
analyzed using the Student’s t-test and changes in
clinical scores were assessed using the Friedman
two-way ANOVA for non-parametric data. Differences
between individual time periods were evaluated using
post-hoc analyses and statistical significance was
considered at p < 0.05.

Results
The 6 male and 3 female patients enrolled in this
study had an average age of 56.4 years (range 50-66
Muscles, Ligaments and Tendons Journal 2015;5 (3):144-150
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years); 7 right and 2 left shoulders were treated. At
time of surgery there were 8 medium-sized full-thickness tears (1-3 cm) of the supraspinatus tendon and 1
high-grade, bursal-sided, partial-thickness supraspinatus tendon tear (10 mm) that was converted to a fullthickness lesion at surgery. Five patients were repaired arthroscopically and 4 patients were repaired
using a mini-open approach based on the surgeon’s
preference. In 8 patients, the tendon was reattached
using a double-row of suture anchors, while a singlerow repair was used in 1 patient. The mean length of
follow-up was 25.8 months (range 24.5-30.4 months),
with 24-month follow-up on all 9 patients; no patients
were lost to follow-up.

Qualitative assessment of the footprint at 24 months
by MRI revealed complete coverage of the footprint in
all patients (Fig. 4). There was no evidence of any
gap formation at any time in any of the patients and
all repairs were structurally intact.

MRI assessment
MRI evaluation demonstrated no instances of re-tear
of the rotator cuff in any of the patents and the integrity of the repaired tendon remained intact in all individuals throughout the 2-year follow-up period.
There was a significant (p < 0.01) increase in mean
tendon thickness in all subjects at 3 months when
compared to published values 20 (Tab. 1, Fig. 2).
While it was possible to delineate newly generated
tissue from the native tendon in some patients, other
patients had significant edema present in the tendon
making it impossible to clearly identify the newly
formed tissue. At 6 months all patients continued to
demonstrate a significant (p = 0.01) increase in tendon thickness (Tab. 1, Fig. 2). This translated into an
average of 2 mm of newly formed tissue over the bursal surface of the supraspinatus tendon. The MRI signal at 6 months revealed that the tendon thickness
was still increased and the newly formed tissue was
maturing and demonstrated excellent integration of
this tissue into the underlying tendon. There was a
slight decrease in mean tendon thicknesses from 12
to 24 months, but the values were still significantly (p
< 0.01) greater than that of the published averages20.
The quality of the new tissue, as well as the underlying tendon, continued to improve and was indistinguishable from the native tendon based on MRI imaging (Fig. 3). This suggests maturation and functional
remodeling of the new tissue and a return of the underlying tendon to a more normal state. By 24 months
the MRI revealed a continued functional remodeling
of the construct with a return towards a normal average thickness values.

Figure 2. Graph illustrating the overall tendon thickness of
male and female patients at each time point compared to
published normal average thicknesses (horizontal lines) for
males and females20.

Figure 3. Representative MR image at 12 months illustrating an intact cuff repair. The rotator cuff tendon remains
thickened and the newly generated tissue is maturing and
is indistinguishable from the underlying tendon. Arrows indicate position where thickness measurement was made.
(The white areas in the bone are associated with the bone
anchors.)

Table 1. MRI measurement of overall tendon thickness at each time period compared to published normal averages20.
3 Months
Male
Tendon thickness
Mean ± SEM (mm)
Published tendon
thickness Mean (mm)20
Increase in thickness (mm)
p-value

6 Months
Female

Male

12 Months
Male

Female

Male

Female

8.3 ±0.38 7.2 ±0.08

7.6 ±0.33 7.0 ±0.53

7.3 ±0.31

6.9 ±0.37

6.8 ±0.49

6.2 ±0.25

5.6

4.9

5.6

4.9

5.6

4.9

5.6

4.9

2.7
<0.01

2.3
<0.01

2.0
<0.01

2.1
<0.01

1.7
<0.01

2.0
<0.01

1.2
<0.01

1.3
<0.01
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24 Months
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Discussion

Figure 4. Representative MRI image at 24 months illustrating an intact cuff repair and complete tissue coverage of
the restored tendon footprint. The square bracket indicates
the approximate location of the footprint preoperatively,
with the arrow indicating the lateral edge of the preoperative footprint, suggesting that the area of the footprint has
been completely restored. This patient was repaired with
transosseous sutures, hence anchors are not evident on
the MRI.

Clinical assessment scores
The overall Constant and ASES scores showed
steady improvement throughout the 24 month followup period. At 24 months there were statistically significant improvements over the preoperative scores for
both the Constant score (78.0 vs 50.7, p < 0.001) and
the ASES score (87.8 vs 44.6, p < 0.001).
Similarly, the Constant and ASES pain scores
showed steady improvement throughout the 24
month follow-up period. At 24 months there were
statistically significant improvements over the preoperative pain scores for both the Constant (1.1 vs
7.1, p < 0.001) and ASES (0.7 vs 4.9, p < 0.001)
scores.
At 24 months 8/9 (89%) of the patients had satisfactory results. The patient with the unsatisfactory result
did not return for follow-up at 6 and 12 months, but
returned at 26 months complaining of pain and intending to file a worker’s compensation claim. The 2
year MRI of this patient showed that the repair was
intact.

Complications
One patient in this study, who had pronounced capsulitis preoperatively, also had evidence of capsulitis
at 3 months after surgery. While the patient demonstrated steady improvement, there was still some degree of capsular thickening at 24 months. There were
no adverse reactions to the collagen implant noted
throughout the duration of the study.
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A recent systematic review and meta-analysis of rotator cuff literature concluded that despite the increase
in the number of articles related to repair of the rotator cuff, the results remain less than ideal with over
one-quarter of the repairs in a typical study failing to
achieve durable integrity of the rotator cuff at 2
years 21. While the cause of these re-tears is likely
multi-factorial3, the inability to restore the native tendon attachment footprint, recreate the normal tendonbone interface (enthesis), and limit excessive strains
on the rotator cuff have been implicated as technical
reasons for failure to maintain repair integrity7-10, 22.
The results of the current study have shown that the
use of a collagen implant in association with a standard
surgical repair of medium-sized (1-3 cm) rotator cuff
tears was able to rapidly induce the generation of new
tissue over the bursal surface of the repaired tendon,
facilitating the restoration the normal tendon footprint
on the humerus, and ultimately maintaining the integrity
of the repair for 24 months in all patients. This is in contrast to previous studies which have reported a re-tear
rate of up to 29% in tears of this size (1-3 cm)3, 6, 23, 24.
A recent study has found that re-tears following rotator cuff repair primarily occurred between 6 and 26
weeks, with a substantial number of re-tears occurring between 12 and 26 weeks postoperatively25. The
ability of the collagen implant used in the current
study to rapidly induce a significant amount of new
tissue over the rotator cuff repair by 3 months may
play a key role in the long-term maintenance of cuff
integrity. A finite element analysis has predicted that
the addition of a 2 mm thick layer of connective tissue
over the bursal surface of supraspinatus tendon will
significantly reduce the intra-tendinous strain17. This
may, in turn, result in a more optimal biomechanical
environment during the time when most re-tears have
been reported to occur.
MRI evaluation of the patients in the current study revealed a significant increase in the generation of new
tissue over the bursal surface of the supraspinatus
tendon in all patients by 3 months. This increase in
tissue thickness persisted over the 24-month evaluation period. During this time, the new tissue demonstrated functional organization, maturation, and remodeling as evidenced by the MRI signal of this new
tissue becoming indistinguishable from the native tendon. The slight decrease in overall tendon thickness
noted between 12 and 24 months likely reflects the
continued functional remodeling of the induced tissue
since a previous animal study has demonstrated that
the collagen implant is complete gone by 6 months18.
Additionally, a previous study has demonstrated an
association between decreasing tissue stresses and
decreasing area of repair tissue in the remodeling of
healing tendons26. The rapid induction of new tissue,
which matured and remodeled into a dense, regularly-oriented connective tissue over time, was similar to
the histological progression of the collagen-implant
induced tissue formation demonstrated in a preclinical animal study18.
Muscles, Ligaments and Tendons Journal 2015;5 (3):144-150
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The ability to restore the native footprint and tendonbone interface (enthesis) has been identified as a key
factor in optimizing the healing biology in rotator cuff
repair9, 10, 22. While results of the current study demonstrate a complete restoration of the footprint by the implant-induced tissue in all patients, the quality of the
enthesis can only be surmised by the absence of gap
formation at the tendon-bone interface in all patients.
However, the aforementioned preclinical animal study
has demonstrated the re-creation of a fibrocartilagenous transition zone in the attachment of the implantinduced tissue to bone18. The regeneration of a fibrocartilagenous zone at the tendon bone insertion has
been suggested to be important for full recovery following tendon to bone repair27 and the amount of fibrocartiulage at the tendon-bone insertion is reported
to be associated with the strength of the insertion27.
All patients in the current study demonstrated a progressive improvement in functional and pain scores
over the two year period. These findings are similar to
other reported clinical improvements following rotator
cuff repair4, 5, 23. While a recent study has suggested
that some functional clinical scores are not different
between patient with intact repairs and those with retears5, other studies have demonstrated a correlation
between repair integrity and clinical improvement4, 23.
Additional studies are needed to confirm the importance of cuff integrity on long-term cuff function.
The rationale for the use of extra-cellular matrix
(ECM) scaffolds derived from mammalian collagen in
rotator cuff repair has previously been based on the
ability of the implants to provide initial (time zero) mechanical strength to the repair and/or improve the
rate or quality of healing28. A recent review of scaffold
devices for rotator cuff repair has suggested that the
ideal scaffold would serve as an inductive template
that would allow for functional remodeling of the repair tissue while limiting or preventing retear of the
tendon28. While many of the currently available ECM
scaffolds have focused on the load sharing characteristics of the scaffold itself 28, the implant utilized in the
current study relies on the rapid induction of host
generated connective tissue rather than the initial
strength of the scaffold itself to increase tendon mass
and thus reduce tendon strain17, 18.
There are several potential limitations in this study
which must be placed in context. There was no control (no implant) group, the study only examined 9 patients, and the size of the rotator cuff lesions repaired
in the current study ranged from 1-3 cm. Although it
is well-established that tear size has a direct correlation to re-tear rate 3, several studies have reported
significant re-tear rates of 11% to 28.6% in mediumsized (1-3 cm) tears3, 6, 23, 24. Therefore, using peerreviewed data as historic controls, it could be expected that at least one re-tear would have occurred in a
similar number of patients with medium-sized (1-3
cm) tears. While the current study provides support
for the use of this collagen implant in preventing retears in this population, additional studies are needed
to further document the ability of the implant to limit
re-tearing in medium, as well as in larger (> 3 cm) roMuscles, Ligaments and Tendons Journal 2015;5 (3):144-150

tator cuff lesions. In addition, although patients in the
current study underwent either arthroscopic or miniopen repair, studies have shown no difference in clinical outcomes or re-tear rates 29, 30. Similar results
have also been reported for outcomes and re-tear
rates using single- or double-row suture repair techniques 15 . Finally, previously published ultrasound
measurements20 were used as a reference point on
which to base changes in tendon thickness following
repair. While these reference ultrasound measurements did not necessarily reflect absolute thickness
of the pre-injured tendon, they do provide a fixed
standard on which to predicate relative changes in
tendon thickness over time.
While additional clinical studies are needed to confirm
the role of a biological enhancement technique in
maintaining rotator cuff repair integrity, the results of
the current preliminary study demonstrate that biological augmentation of rotator cuff repair through the generation of new host tissue represents a novel method
which may enhance cuff healing and help to maintain
cuff integrity. The ability of a highly-porous, highly-oriented collagen implant to induce new tissue formation
and restore the normal tendon footprint represents a
significant advancement in the biological augmentation
and ultimate durability of rotator cuff repairs.
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